Two sides of the coin

Only reduced antibiotics use and better infection prevention and control can contain nosocomial infections.

The one-day course ‘Infection Prevention and Control’ (20 November, 9.30 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.) focuses on a vital issue at the Medica Education Conference 2013. Before this event, European Hospital@MEDICA spoke with Professor Franz-Josef Schmitz MD, Course Chairman and Senior Consultant at the Institute for Laboratory Medicine, Microbiology, Infection Prevention and Control, Environmental Medicine and Transfusion Medicine at Mühlenkreiskliniken in Minden, about challenges and potential solutions.

Pointing at two problem areas, he said: ‘More and more antibiotics are being administered in out- and in-patient treatment, which puts selective pressure on the bacteria. This means that many pathogens are increasing resistance and a decreasing number can be successfully treated with antibiotics. We also see that these resistant pathogens can spread rapidly if infection prevention and control is inadequate.

Improving control in hospitals

So, on the one side we have the spread of nosocomial pathogens when infection prevention and control is inadequate and, on the other, the increasing use of antibiotics, which leads to the pathogens becoming increasingly resistant against certain groups of antibiotics. The problematic pathogens are known – Methyllactin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) Vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE), multi-resistant gram-negative bacteria (MRGN) and the toxin-producing Clostridium difficile (CDI).

In Germany, and some other countries, it took a long time to address the problems with the required intensity. Training more and more infection prevention and control control staff and specialists in individual hospitals – currently being implemented in this country – is a sensible measure which, in the medium and long-term, will lead to increased awareness, and which could possibly prevent the expected, potential increase in nosocomial infections and pathogens. It remains to be seen whether in fact it will also achieve a decline in the number of these infections. At the very least it’s an attempt to tackle the problem and there is a realistic chance that the situation can be improved.’ Although unlikely to solve the problem in the short term, the professor expects those measures to have a successful impact in five to ten years’ time.

Tackling the cause of resistance – by law

The Dutch pursue the principle that broad-spectrum antibiotics should only be used after a microbiological consultation. In Germany, doctors have the freedom to prescribe, but even here there are efforts in many hospitals to prescribe these ‘reserve’ antibiotics only after microbiological testing, and only after the respective approval from the local pharmacist.

However, hospitals make up only a proportion of where antibiotics are being used, although their use, especially the perspective of proliferation of antibiotics, should still be reduced. Antibiotics are used far more commonly in veterinary medicine, and in (human) out-patient care. Reductions in the use of antibiotics in animal husbandry as well as in out-patient care are desirable. In animal husbandry it should certainly be possible to make this a legal requirement, but in out-patient care colleagues would need convincing and respective training should be provided.

‘For infection prevention and control in hospital, financial aspects are decisive. The more staff is made available, the easier carrying out prophylactic measures will be.’

Of one thing he is certain – only when both nurses and doctors on wards are trained in infection prevention and control will awareness be raised and infections contained. ‘More awareness of this topic amongst politicians is therefore extremely desirable,’ Professor Schmitz concludes.
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The all new Thermasonic® Gel Warmer
Warm and comfortable to now even better
Completely redesigned with microprocessor control, a powerful heating element, and higher sidewall heat exchangers to rapidly heat gel and consistently monitor temperature. Add an integrated power switch, IEC/208/240VC14 receptacle and, an option for 120V or 230V CE to yield the best Thermasonic Gel Warmer yet.

Learn more at: www.parkerlabs.com/thermasonic.asp
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“Medics must be educated in prevention and control”
Franz-Josef Schmitz

The Smart Ultrasound system for Women’s Health

· Superb Image Quality
· Fast and Easy-of-use 3D/4D
· OB/GYN dedicated Features
· Slimmer Design with Workflow Efficiency
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Decubitus ulcers

UK hospital cuts cases radically

After acknowledging that too many patients were developing hospital-acquired decubitus ulcers (also known as pressure ulcers or bedsores), staff at England's Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals NHS Trust adopted a zero tolerance approach to check every patient for any skin damage within six hours of hospital admission, or when moved from one clinical area to another. An individual care plan is then produced for at risk patients, with advice given about how they can help prevent the development of a pressure ulcer.

Within the hospital a registered nurse checks patients for pressure ulcers at least every eight hours and a weekly report on the incidence of any bedsores is produced where lessons learned are shared with clinicians and senior nurses.

A specialist team of Tissue Viability Nurses (TVNs) works closely with ward staff to advise and support them in care of patients admitted with a pressure ulcer to help them heal and prevent patients developing any pressure ulcers whilst in hospital. The TVNs currently see about 600 patients monthly.

All clinical staff receive annual training in bedside management and each ward is designated a trained nurse. ‘Preventing patients from developing serious bedsores is something that we are all extremely passionate about,‘

Mary Harrison, the trust’s leading TVN explained. ‘Staff education is an important aspect of the role both in clinical practice and in teaching sessions for the multi-professional team. It is a mandatory requirement for all clinical staff to have education on the prevention and management of pressure ulcers.

‘The main success is by engaging with all staff and ensuring that the prevention of pressure ulcers remains a high priority.’

The trust investment in resources to prevent pressure ulcers includes specialist beds and equipment, which are available round-the-clock. Pressure ulcers – which can range in severity from patches of discoloured, skin to open wounds that expose the underlying bone or muscle – arise from damage to the skin and underlying tissue and are commonly caused by body weight press
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SPONSORS
Hygiene: Back to basics

Two statements from publications by Dr Stephanie Dancer, from the Department of Microbiology at Hairmyres Hospital, East Kilbride (UK) prompted Ralf Matebowski to interview Professor Markus Dettenkofer, Acting Director of the Institute for Environmental Medicine and Hospital Hygiene, Freiburg University Medical Centre about environmental and infection control.

In 2009 Dr Dancer stated: ‘We simply don’t know how to clean our hospitals in order to create the safest environment for patient care.’

‘The situation is indeed still difficult,’ Prof. Markus Dettenkofer commented. ‘Who has actually been interested in relevant clinical studies on cleaning and infection control in hospitals? There was a lack of lobbying and financial opportunities such as those available for studies into antibiotics. There was also a lack of randomised and multi-centric approaches. However, the situation is improving. There are now current studies, especially in the USA, and also by Stephanie Dancer – an encouraging development.’

In 2011 she said: ‘Comprehensive cleaning is also easier to implement than persuading busy staff to wash their hands or by reducing empirical antimicrobial use.’

‘Hand hygiene is not given enough importance. In that respect, I find Dr Dancer’s statement a little too provocative. Hand hygiene is the most important part of the entire process! No allowances should be made in this respect, with focus only on surface disinfection. No. Hand hygiene is and will remain number one. Without strict antibiotics control and comprehensive antibiotic management.

Will classic cleaning with detergents, the basic prerequisite for successful disinfection, fall into oblivion?

‘This may be the case in some hospitals, especially when there is a lot of financial pressure. However, in Freiburg we have – and I say this with pride – never forgotten about cleaning! Prof. Daschner spoke out against undirected surface disinfection in favour of proper cleaning early on. We employ our own cleaning team – a rarity, as most hospitals outsource cleaning to external companies, which often results in significant problems with quality. We don’t experience these problems with our in-house staff. Fluorescence markers, for instance, are suitable for simple quality control. These types of surfaces are in fact hardly ever visible under UV lighting.

Floors and walls are not critical surfaces – these types of surfaces are in fact hardly ever the sources of nosocomial infections – but objects and surfaces with frequent hand contact are – and here there are repeated, large shortcomings in the daily cleaning process.’

That’s despite the fact that Germany is the ‘world champion’ in setting out guidelines. Are we good theorists but bad practitioners, and therefore third-class in our MRSA ranking?

‘That’s only part of the explanation; the somewhat modest performance also can be put down to modern medical routines. One advantage is that we hardly have any waiting lists here. Admittedly, there are weaknesses in our high performance medicine when you go into details. Compared to the Netherlands or Scandinavia, our infection control is still not good enough. Over the last few decades we’ve expanded capacities in surgery, intensive care etc. but have frequently forgotten that controlling the spread of resistance particularly depends on the details.

We are at a critical point in Germany. Specialists as well as the general public are aware that we must carry out consistent infection prevention and control in our modern medicine. But this has its price and involves hard, interdisciplinary work. It’s not simply a case of the respective hospital departments for infection prevention and control organising everything, complying standards and then everything happening of its own accord… to the contrary. It will continue to be intensive, detailed work in daily clinical practice, without a cure-all, such as the miracle antibiotics we used to dream about. ‘The significant differences between individual European countries are a challenge for us. My urgent appeal: We have to learn from one another!’
Ultrasound’s shifting medical uses

Application-specific devices are increasing in numbers

The ultrasound market is undergoing dramatic shifts – changes are occurring in the equipment markets and consequently in clinical applications where ultrasound is used. The market is increasingly fragmented in manufacturer numbers and variety of systems. Most ultrasound machines are still built and used for traditional imaging applications such as radiology, obstetrics, and cardiology. However, the advent of technological innovation in miniaturisation, lower cost, and longer battery life is increasingly opening the door, both for established companies as well as new entrants to develop point-of-care (POC) and application-specific ultrasound systems. According to InMedica, markets for systems designed specifically for POC solutions, e.g. anaesthesiology, musculoskeletal, and emergency medicine, are expected to grow at double-digit rates in coming years.

Application-specific devices such as breast-screening systems, ultrasonic ophthalmology systems, ultrasound-based guidance systems, and various non-invasive ultrasonic appliances are now being developed and offered. These newer ultrasound systems are distinctive because they are designed for operation by various clinicians who are neither sonographers nor radiologists, which helps to explain their rapid growth.

A chance for newcomers

Countless manufacturers now offer systems that address the needs of specific market segments, which are not serviced directly by the large traditional ultrasound manufacturers such as GE, Philips, or Siemens, thus providing an opportunity for new players to enter the market. These newcomers often differentiate themselves with innovative probes and/or innovative back-end algorithms and application software. They all face the issues of high-cost and high complexity to develop their own ultrasound-specific electronics, including sophisticated digital beamformers and critical analogue and power circuitry. Though often not the basis of product differentiation, this front-end system is at the heart of any ultrasound-based system, and access to such technology allows these firms to realise their products and meet market windows.

An innovative Silicon Valley firm provides that essential enabling technology. Cephasonics’ CSK9130 is a highly configurable embedded-ultrasound beamforming engine that enables companies to develop this wide variety of innovative ultrasound-based solutions.

The traditional ultrasound market has reached maturity. Like other markets that have reached this stage of consolidation, it is now fragmenting from a few vertically integrated established companies to many newer companies that are essentially system integrators. Solutions such as Cephasonics’ CSK9130 are spurring market success by providing the electronics and software platform around which new ultrasonic-based procedures and appliances are built.
innovative</p>

More comfort for patients and improved hospital processes
Professor Albers sees the advantages of the new procedure for patients in the method itself. ‘If a patient undergoes an MRI-guided biopsy he has to lie in the MRI scanner on his front for an hour with his arms over his head while we carry out a transrectal biopsy. With the capabilities of the new image fusion, we initially take the diagnostic MRI images and the patient can then lie on his back in the lithotomy position for the biopsy, with the whole procedure over in around ten minutes.’ This not only makes things a lot more comfortable for the patient but also eases strain on doctors.

Hospital processes have also improved through the Ultrasound-Urostation combination. The Urology Clinic shares the MRI scanner with other clinics and the machine is only available for all examinations and biopsies one day a week. ‘The capacity for MRI examinations represents a bottleneck, so we are happy to move the time-consuming biopsies from the MRI scanner to the Samsung ultrasound-Urostation combination. This gives us more time for diagnostic MRI examinations,’ the professor explains.

Further advantages of the Samsung Ultrasound-Urostation are that examinations and the localisations of biopsies are archived and each localisation can be assigned the corresponding histological result. Therefore, in the case of follow-on examinations, or control biopsies, the doctor can revert to the archived, previous results, inclusive of planning and treatment images as well as relevant diagnostic data.

Finding the right partner
Samsung ultrasound scanners combined with KOELIS Urostation has proved very successful. KOELIS chose Samsung for its high level of innovative technologies, specific design, user friendliness and quality. Samsung’s ultrasound systems SonoAce X8, Accuvix V10, SonoAce R9 and UGEO H60 are already compatible with the Urostation. Further systems, e.g. Samsung Accuvix A3D and future models will also be compatible.

Image fusion increases patient comfort additionally relieves the doctor in charge.
Ultrasound devices from Samsung and KOELIS’ Urostation form a strong combination and enable innovative image fusion for prostate diagnostics.

The Urostation layers previously recorded 3-D MRI images of the prostate with live images from the Samsung ultrasound device. These are captured with the transrectal ultrasound probe.

‘With this procedure we can sample tissue very specifically in locations that look conspicuous on the MRI images,’ Professor Albers explains. ‘The MRI shows up small tissue changes in the prostate at an early stage, which we would not be able to see with ultrasound alone. To take very specific tissue samples, in some individual cases we carry out MRI-guided biopsies.’

However, tissue samples are not only taken from conspicuous locations but systematically from 12 typical locations, although the doctors aim at particularly conspicuous areas. ‘The hypothesis that it suffices to only limit ourselves to particularly conspicuous MRI results has not been scientifically confirmed. Two large studies are currently being carried out to clarify this issue,’ he adds. A welcome side effect: Whilst MRI-guided biopsies are not usually reimbursed by health insurers, this service can now be offered to patients in the university hospital as part of these studies.
Lighting up surgical procedures

The next generation LED lamp

The new surgical lamp Starleds NX from Acem S.p.A. contains NeXt generation LED technology. "The special optics of its LEDs generates a shadow-less, clear and homogeneous light assuring visual comfort and best working conditions both for the surgeon and for the medical staff," the company reports. "Thanks to its NeXt generation LEDs, the lamp can produce a perfect illumination under every condition generating a IR-free light, an excellent colour temperature and a practically endless life cycle at low consumptions. The 43 LEDs produce a light spot of 21 cm at 1 m with a high illumination level of 135,000 lux (160,000 lux optional) for a steady life cycle of about 50,000 hours. ACRIS is the extraordinary and innovative system realised by ACEM that ensures, by the use of a micro-processor, the control of electrical curves typical of LEDs to remain unaltered over the time, but maintaining the lamp's optical performance. The colour index of Starleds NX is 95 and its colour temperature 4,500 °K. These two values allow reproduction of the exact chromatic scale of the colours of the human body."

To achieve a correct illumination according to the different needs the lamp can produce a focused and ambient light. The light field focusing system adjusts the light spot diameter accurately assuring an excellent sharpness of details in the operating area, the company reports. Ambient light is managed by the ENDO function. This technology provides visual comfort as well as a correct vision of the surrounding environment thanks to the particular light beam coming from the upper part of the lamp, which is particularly suitable for minimal-invasive surgery, being ideal for the preparation and treatment during the procedure, plus monitoring of the patient and micro-scope operations. The central and lateral handles facilitate movement, assuring stability and constant illumination even during the movement. The central handle also can house a video camera to record surgical operations accurately (alternatively, the video camera can be placed on a separate arm). In smooth, resistant material, the lamp's ergonomic design not only represents the contrast of the surgical area perfectly

- High quality illumination level for each kind of surgery
- Colour temperature of 4,500 °K which represents the contrast of the surgical area perfectly
- Clear luminosity at 135,000 lux (160,000 lux optional)
- Exceptional duration with low consumptions (55 W)
- Colour rendering index of 95 (CRI)
- IR-free light without heat
- Ergonomics for extraordinary simplicity of use and easy positioning for the medical team
- I–SENSE revolutionary control system for a simple, fast and precise management

ACEM at Medica
Hall 10, booth D31.

(b)e-medic with Baaske Medical

Hall 15 - Stand E22

In the halls of the Düsseldorf Trade Show, 4,500 exhibitors from more than 60 nations have gathered to take part in Medica, the world’s biggest medical trade fair. Among them – for the sixth time in a row – is Baaske Medical GmbH & Co. KG. "Our customers are familiar with our strategy of making IT systems electrically safe," says Andreas Baaske, CEO of Baaske Medical. "Therefore, this year’s stand has the motto (b) e-medic."

In accordance with this motto, Baaske Medical presents reliable and highly performant systems that are manufactured according to newest international standards. For example an all-in-one panel PC for surgical rooms, fanless systems for patient environments, or low maintenance desktop computers with a three-stage air filter. Baaske Medical will show computers for surgical and hospitals, as well as medical device products. Not just computers are touched by the motto „(b) e-medic.“ On display for the first time are the prototypes of the customised Baaske socket MED 5 ZVA – the powder-coated aluminium power socket, which will be available in different colors on demand – will be on display. Also new in the programme are the Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) from the company TrippLite. This system will bridge power failures up to 15 minutes under full load. A special feature of this system is the new Line-interactive voltage regula tion, which at the same time also functions as an isolation transformer. The latest product innovation from Baaske Medical is called MI 1005 MB (mount box). The compact device completes the portfolio of medical network isolators of the company. As the name rightly suggests, in addition to the flexible version of the MI 1005 and the mountable isolator MI 1005 E, a solid installation version for wall mounting is now available. The network isolators programme of the MI 1005 offers a transfer rate of 1.000 Mbit/s and 5kV insulation strength.

The company
Baaske Medical GmbH & Co KG services are aimed at medical facilities such as hospitals, clinics and doctors’ offices, as well as to suppliers, retailers and manufacturers, who are engaged in medical information technology. Baaske Medical products
Cardiology on the road

When Kathleen Retailleau MD leaves the Hôpital Civil de Charleroi she takes the cardiology practice along with her, John Brosky reports

Part of the University-Hospital Centre at Charleroi, the cardiology service provides consultations for a cluster of other hospitals, polyclinics and private physicians, which means Dr Kathleen Retailleau takes to the road several days of each week to see patients throughout the region. ‘Back in the echo lab at the hospital we have all the equipment for examinations, but for visiting consultations I need to bring my own echo system,’ she said, adding that at one moment she may be visiting a general practitioner’s office and, later the same day, work at an out-patient clinic.

To assure a mobile capability for cardiology ultrasound her choice is the Mindray M7, a hand-carried diagnostic system.

‘I tried four or five different systems before deciding that the Mindray M7 was the best suited for this assignment with the best image quality and colour mapping,’ she explained. ‘It’s a really complete offering for cardiology practice with advanced functions such as tissue Doppler imaging and IMT [auto-measurement of carotid intima-thickness], and very good probes for cardio-vascular exams.

‘It was really complete and good for my practice whether for standard echographies of the heart, trans-thoracic exams or carotid ultrasound,’ to determine a risk for stroke from plaque build-up, she added.

Designed for use at the point-of-care, the Mindray M7 portable ultrasound system delivers premium imaging performance across a broad range of specialties to assure an enhanced level of diagnostic confidence and efficiency.

For cardiologists, Mindray offers a suite of specialised functions, such as Free Xros imaging for anatomic M mode, and iClear for adaptive speckle suppression to improve contrast resolution and iFocus intelligent image optimisation.

MEET THE DUTCH
At the Holland Pavilion: Hall 16, B49/B57

The Holland Pavilion provides an excellent opportunity to meet representatives of the Dutch Life Sciences & Health sector.

* Information source: Baaske Medical GmbH & Co. KG
We have entered ultrasound’s renaissance period

ARFI technology lowers liver biopsy rates and soon will do far more, Mark Nicholls reports

Siemens at Medica
Hall 10, booth A20.

An innovative technology is enabling radiologists to provide more accurate diagnoses.

Siemens’ Virtual Touch applications with Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) technology are already used to great effect on patients with serious liver conditions but experts also believe the system has a role to play in other areas, e.g. examinations in liver assessment with significant budgetary benefits.

In addition to offering more accurate diagnoses, Virtual Touch applications are leading to fewer liver biopsies and reduced hospital stays with significant budgetary benefits.

Liver specialist Professor Paul Sidhu is using Virtual Touch imaging (VTI) and Virtual Touch quantification (VTQ) for liver disease with ARFI and it is now becoming part of his routine clinical practice in liver assessment for patients at his hepatits clinic at King’s College Hospital, London. ARFI is a tissue strain imaging technology that utilises sound waves to investigate the mechanical stiffness properties of tissue with VTI and VTQ, which are available on Siemens’ ACUSON S2000 and S3000 ultrasound systems.

As Professor of Imaging Sciences and a consultant radiologist in the KCH Department of Radiology, Professor Sidhu explained that the technology allows the radiologist to gain a more accurate measurement on a specific region of interest in the liver, rather than previously performing the task ‘blindly’, leading to a significantly improved diagnosis. ‘With chronic liver disease patients from the hepatits clinic it is important for the clinician to know when they develop fibrosis’, he explained. ‘Previously the only way to be absolutely sure would be to do a liver biopsy. We have not completely stopped doing liver biopsies but, over the next 2-3 years, clinical practice will change where Virtual Touch will allow us to confidently say whether a patient has, or has not, got significant disease.’

From there, the patient can be triaged accordingly for the next stage of treatment without having undergone the discomfort of biopsy. Virtual Touch is also allowing clinicians to predict which patients might develop further complications, such as portal hypertension or cellular carcinomas.

Studies are showing that Virtual Touch is proving accurate in staging liver disease with the added benefit that the process can be conducted more frequently than biopsy and at the patient’s convenience. ‘The practical advantages are phenomenal’, the professor explained. ‘At King’s College Hospital we perform 2-3 day case biopsies a day with patients coming in at 8 a.m., having the biopsy and being sent home at 4 p.m.’

These patients occupy a day bed; there are the costs of the procedure, monitoring and staff time but, he points out, ‘by incorporating Virtual Touch imaging into a routine ultrasound examination the process is all incorporated into a one-stop 15-20 minute passage through the ultrasound department on the way to the clinic, so the cost savings implications are huge.’

Virtual Touch is easy to use he added. ‘It gives you more confidence in the assessment of liver diseases. With experience, you have enough knowledge to understand when a liver may be diseased and can infer that it is perhaps fibrosed or cirrhotic but now we have a tool that can quantify that and objectively give the answer.’

Meanwhile, in France, Dr Corinne Balleyguier at the Radiotherapy Department, Institut de Cancérologie Gustave Roussy, is using Virtual Touch IQ (VTIQ) daily for breast imaging.

Beginning with analysis on 8-bit imaging in breast ultrasound, she uses VTIQ with the colour map of speed in tissue and adjacent breast tissue, followed by a quantification of shear-wave speed in tissue and normal adjacent breast tissue. ‘This additional information of breast lesion stiffness, correlated to 8-bit mode features helps me to be more confident in my diagnostic decision, either for malignancy or to assess a benign lesion,’ she explained.

Using VTIQ on an ACUSON S3000 ultrasound machine, this technology offers her ‘more functional information about breast lesion characteristics,’ Dr Balleyguier added. ‘VTIQ is more reproducible than our hand-free elasticity modes, and less dependent on the pressure applied with the ultrasound probe, which can be difficult to assess when we begin with elastography’.

The VTIQ technology makes her more confident in her diagnosis in breast ultrasound as well as in echoic cysts because it allows even better assessment of the cystic content, showing very slow speed measurements. ‘Now, we can reduce the use of fine needle aspiration in some particular cysts with benign findings on VTIQ,’ she explained.

In solid lesions, from a personal study of 110 lesions including benign and malignant lesions, she told how B-mode imaging achieved 92% sensitivity and 62.5% specificity, with a diagnostic accuracy of 79.1%. Combined B-mode and VTIQ assessment of breast tissue abnormalities achieved an overall sensitivity of 90.3% and 75% specificity.

That better diagnostic performance has reduced the use of unecesssary biopsies. There are also other advantages. ‘VTIQ now offers a very visual mode, easy to learn and to work with, which can be used in clinical practice,’ she said. ‘The colour map of shearwave is more likely to be used to obtain a quick analysis of a suspicious lesion and coloured map of stiffness may also be used to target the biopsy towards a more suspicious area of a lesion and obtain a more representative sample.’
Diagnosepräzision und Effizienz in ansprechendem Design.
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Ultrasound in appendicitis re-evaluation

Boosting diagnostic accuracy and the decrease of negative appendectomy rate

Researchers have found that ultrasound has an important role to play in re-evaluating patients with findings of acute appendicitis. Although CT is now accepted as an excellent system to diagnose acute appendicitis, misdiagnosis still occurs in routine practice, prompting a team from South Korea to conduct a study to prospectively evaluate the additional diagnostic value of ultrasound (US) re-evaluation for patients with equivocal CT findings of acute appendicitis. The research team, led by Dr Hyuk Jung Kim from the Department of Radiology at Bundang Jesaeng General Hospital, found that if there are equivocal CT findings of acute appendicitis, US re-evaluation can be used to improve diagnostic accuracy and further decrease the negative appendectomy rate.

The team focused on 869 consecutive patients with suspected appendicitis who were referred for CT. The likelihood of appendix perforation was prospectively placed in five categories with US re-evaluation recommended for patients in the ‘equivocal appendix’ and those who probably did not have appendicitis based on CT findings. The final decision to proceed with US re-evaluation for equivocal cases was made by the treating physician on the basis of clinical and laboratory findings.

Further diagnostic value
‘After adding US re-evaluation,’ Dr Kim said, ‘the overall negative appendectomy rate in our institution decreased from 3.4% to 2.3%.’

The team also found a number of additional diagnostic values from ultrasound re-evaluation for patients with equivocal CT findings of acute appendicitis. ‘Graded compression ultrasound was helpful for distinguishing acute appendicitis from dilatation due to fluid or faeces,’ he said, adding: ‘Ultrasound probe-induced tenderness over the appendix was also an important finding to differentiate between non-inflamed dilated appendix and inflamed appendix.’

‘In addition, the spatial resolution of high-frequency ultrasound image provides more detailed visualization of appendicentral wall than that of CT.’

A further benefit for such patients, he said, is that US re-evaluation can be used to improve diagnostic accuracy and further decrease the negative appendectomy rate without increasing the perforation rate.

In his department they usually recommend APCT as a primary modality to evaluate the appendix for adults and young patients, except pregnant women and relatively thin children.

Patients where ultrasound is recommended as the primary modality. US use in this context has benefits for both clinicians and patients: ‘When patients have equivocal CT findings of appendicitis, the clinician should decide whether to undertake surgery based on experience and the patient’s clinical manifestation. If there’s no surgery, Dr Kim said the patient will remain under close hospital observation. ‘In this case, the risk of delayed complication, such as perforated appendicitis, will exist.’

‘In our study, after implementing US re-evaluation, the appendiceal perforation rate is decreased as well as the negative appendectomy rate. It could decrease the length of stay and cost of hospitalisation,’ he added.

A number of other factors need consideration when using US in this way, in particular ensuring that operators are properly trained because ultrasound re-evaluation, the appendiceal perforation rate is decreased as well as the negative appendectomy rate. It could decrease the length of stay and cost of hospitalisation, he added. ‘Patient-related factors such as age, body habitus and appendiceal location are important influencing factors. Evaluation of the appendix tip is an especially challenging part of a US exam, because in most patients the appendix tip is located in the deep pelvis. Paying close attention to the evaluation of the appendix tip can improve diagnostic accuracy.’

eHD Ultrasound Technology

Out to optimise all aspects of imaging quality

eHD Ultrasound Technology, launched this year’s ESC by Esaote, based in Italy, is a completely re-engineered system that represents a step-change in ultrasound diagnostic quality and flexibility, the company points out. Additionally, at its core, the eHD Pulser creates the optimal ultrasound beam waveform. ‘This optimised and uniform acoustic field along the line-of-sight achieves ultimate image clarity with no frame rate reduction,’ Esaote continues. ‘eHD has also been applied to Esaote’s iQProbe to further improve the transducer bandwidth and deliver increased signal sensitivity. Usability of the probe has also been improved through the development of an appleprobe grip configuration for greater operator control and comfort.’

‘eHD has enhanced the XView algorithm to provide further significant reduction in speckle, and better visibility of internal structures without changing the overall appearance of the ultrasound image. Contrast has also been improved by increasing the signal to noise ratio and, when used with MView Spatial Combined Imaging, provides superior imaging quality for improved readability and diagnosis.’

The advanced Doppler technology is also updated with the introduction of eHD CFM to optimise vessel border detection with increased sensitivity and depth. For high-resolution, high-definition work, eHD XView is available to maximise spatial resolution and Doppler signal penetration.

Inside every Esaote eHD Technology optimised machine is an array of the latest visualisation tools and technologies including Virtual Navigator and multi-dimensional imaging capability, ensuring the best diagnostic image is presented in the most relevant format. ‘eHD is the Esaote technology to innovate ultrasound imaging and improve the system’s use,’ the company reports. It represents the attention to the diagnostic value and optimising all aspects of image quality, including probes, pulser, processing and Doppler technologies in ultrasound.

‘eHD is reported to increase ultrasound scanning efficiency through imaging innovation, enhancing diagnostic value, maximising signal information and lowering power consumption. Enhanced diagnostic value and optimised system usability are key aims in this development. Every Esaote eHD Technology machine is an array of the latest visualisation tools and technologies, including Contrast Tissue Imaging (CtI) and Fusion Imaging, Virtual Navigation & Virtual Biopsy. Details: www.esaote.com’
Creating a new paradigm in the medical industry

The E-Cube series

Established in 2007 to develop diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasound as well as medical transducers, Alpinion Medical Systems has focused on acoustic engineering and front-end technology. Presenting its E-Cube 9 Diamond ultrasound system at Medica, the firm reports that the system integrates its core imaging technologies to provide uniform and fundamentally excellent image quality throughout the whole product lifetime, the firm reports. The system also provides consistent and high-quality images throughout a patient’s care, from registration to clinical review, as well diagnostic confirmation.

FleXcan Architecture, the firm’s ultrasound imaging platform, is a software driven structure that ensures stable imaging performance, easy software upgrades and uniform image quality, the company explains, adding: ‘Alpinion’s integrated post-processing technology set (Optimal Imaging Suite), embedded in the E-Cube 9 Diamond, creates optimised images for each application by effectively decreasing artefacts and enhancing the borderline of each organ.’

Breast and baby exams

Refined acoustic technology ‘handles ultrasound signals perfectly’. Additionally, single crystal transducers based on the firm’s in-house transducer R&D are applied to the E-Cube 9 Diamond, creating the world-first single crystal volume convex transducer and the high performance 60mm wide linear transducer for breast exams.

The combination of a 3-D/4-D transducer with reliable geometrical accuracy enables Alpinion’s Live HQ software, and the 3-D/4-D rendering technology generates superb and realistic images of the human foetus. The results from the system’s abdominal scans are ‘exceptionally excellent even from high-volume patients,’ the company adds. ‘Found in high-end systems, the high-density convex transducer of the E-Cube 9 Diamond heightens diagnostic confidence and offers uniform high-resolution images in every abdominal examination.’

Introducing a new era in premium ultrasound.

Philips’ new EPIQ delivers extraordinary image resolution and detail along with incomparable levels of information. EPIQ is built on Philips proprietary nSIGHT Imaging architecture which introduces a totally new approach, forming ultrasound images without compromise. nSIGHT Imaging breaks the rules of conventional ultrasound to achieve new levels of clinical performance. See for yourself at MEDICA (Hall 10 / Booth A22) or at www.philips.com/EPIQ.

Philips EPIQ: Epic in every way.

PHILIPS
Ultrasound in trauma and orthopaedics

At October’s annual congress of trauma and orthopaedic surgeons in Berlin, the session Ultrasound beyond trauma and orthopaedic surgery – What can we learn from neighbouring disciplines? exposed the unexploited potential of ultrasound for trauma and orthopaedic surgery, EH correspondent Bettina Döbereiner reports.

Although ultrasound is clearly anchored in the German Regulations on Further Education, which governs specialist training for trauma and orthopaedic surgeons, ultimately it very much depends on personal engagement and commitment as to what extent the procedure is learned and utilised in daily clinical life, said Dr Gerhard Achatz, registrar at Ulm Military Hospital. This particularly applies in the case of ultrasound application at the interface with other medical disciplines, he believes. Thus the session also focused on paediatric ultrasound, ultrasound of the heart, thorax, blood vessels and peripheral nervous systems, along with the more common abdominal ultrasound. Initially knowledge of all those applications did not appear essential for all trauma and orthopaedic surgeons equally; however, looking beyond one’s own medical field is certainly beneficial to pick up useful ultrasound examination procedures, which may be definitively the case in pericardial effusion or pneumothorax diagnosis, he explained. The ability to make a differential diagnosis can be of great benefit for initial orientation and fast treatment – particularly when more specialised colleagues cannot be reached, whether in a pre-clinical setting, the resuscitation room, emergency unit or intensive care ward.

In his lecture, cardiologist Dr Bernd Kühlmuss said the big advantage of ultrasound’s big advantage lies in the ability to examine at the patient’s bedside – live – and seeing an image within five seconds. The biggest question for cardiac ultrasound relates to pericardial effusion and its haemodynamic relevance. Although uncommon (one or two cases annually), correctly diagnosing pericardial effusions will save lives.’

Other easy to learn procedures include the differentiation between chronic and acute right ventricular pressure, the assessment of the cardiac filling volume and the evaluation of global left-ventricular function. Diagnosis of valvular heart defects and stenoses, Dr Kühlmuss said, can be taught and learned comparatively quickly, intensive training for a week is sufficient. ‘The big advantage with cardiac ultrasound is that you can continue using the same transducer used for abdominal ultrasound,’ he explained. Although the transducer used for echocardiography is a little slimmer, this is not a problem. ‘You just need to visualise the image without the left and right border.’

A single handed pneumothorax diagnosis? Dr Thomas Berlet, interdisciplinary intensive care specialist at Bern University Hospital, explained that standard ultrasound scanners are sufficient for thoracic ultrasound. Next to the differentiation of bruised ribs and fractures and a diagnosis of pleural effusion, he emphasised the ability to consider or exclude a pneumothorax, which is now very easy by documenting certain artefacts (known as pleural sliding and comet-tail) caused by the normally positioned, synchronously moving lungs on the ultrasound image. These artefacts appear and disappear in synchrony with breathing (also called B-lines), and the lung pulse, which, even when the lungs don’t move, becomes visible on the lung surface. The application and interpretation is easily learned: 12 exams under professional guidance suffice to safely exclude or diagnose a pneumothorax, he explained.

The 2012 recommendations from the International Consensus Conference on Lung Ultrasound classify ultrasound as a so-called grade A recommendation for differential diagnosis as well as for the exclusion of pneumothoraces in emergencies and for point-of-care, as he pointed out.

However, he added that, to date, information has been contradictory; a 2012 meta-analysis evaluating all clinical studies published on pneumothorax diagnosis with ultrasound concluded that sensitivity during scanning is higher than the specificity compared to conventional X-ray diagnostics. With thoracic ultrasound he also resolves other issues in his daily work, including whether pneumonia or pulmonary oedema is present. He is convinced that, apart from pneumothorax diagnosis, these applications will soon be more common, particularly in the pre-clinical field, due to the growing spread of the smallest portable ultrasound scanners.

Following graduation from Ulm University, internist and cardiologist Bernd Kühlmuss MD became a medical officer in the German army. At this time he trained in emergency medicine. From 1996 he worked in a number of cardiac centres across Germany and in the internal medicine departments at Ulm Military Hospital and Ulm University Hospital, focusing on cardiology, angiology and pneumonology. In 2002 he became Assistant Clinical Director at the Ulm Military Hospital and in 2003 became head of Cardiology.
NEW: The matchless EPIQ

Making its debut at Medica, the extra-special ultrasound platform EPIQ, from Philips, is a brand new ultrasound architecture providing a totally new approach to ultrasound image creation thanks to rSIGHT. By combining this new imaging architecture with anatomical intelligence technology – a rich database of anatomical structural models and adaptive system technology – Philips has created a system that delivers ultrasound images with powerful speed and image clarity. Anatomical Intelligence provides advanced organ modelling, image slicing and proven quantification, making examinations easier to perform, more reproducible and delivering new levels of clinical information, the company confirms. ‘Combining this intelligent technology with the precision clarity of rSIGHT imaging makes for a faster, more intuitive ultrasound system.’

Increased image acuity - In effect, rSIGHT provides a completely new way to form ultrasound images, which results in the highly detailed ultrasound images and ‘extraordinary temporal resolution’, the company explains. ‘The system delivers the ability to see new levels of tissue uniformity without the need of critical transmit focal zone placement, and the exceptional penetration at higher frequencies offers superb imaging on difficult patients. Philips is at the forefront of imaging technology innovation and, with EPIQ, we are pioneering a way to address significant imaging issues faced by medical professionals in cardiology, radiology and general imaging. The combination of Anatomical Intelligence and use of rSIGHT Imaging technology is a major mile-

The system increases image acuity up to 76% in penetration and up to a 213% increase in temporal resolution (ability to maintain resolution at high frame rates)

Operational efficiency - Philips also adds that SmartExam increases automation and reproducibility of results, thus decreasing exam time by 30-50%, keystrokes by as many as 300 per exam, all of which results in a higher level of consistency among users.

Keen ergonomics - The design simplifies workflow and presents a new level portability. Weighing only 104.3 kg, EPIQ is the lightest and most manoeuvrable premium, cart-based ultrasound system, Philips points out. ‘A noise test determined that EPIQ runs at 37-41 dB – equivalent to the sound in a library. A new tablet-like interface results in dramatic reduc-
tion in reach and button pushes, with 40% to 80% less reach and 15% fewer steps.’

‘Auto Doppler takes time-consum- ing colour box positioning and sample volume placement from 10 steps to three steps and reduces the number of repetitive button pushes by an average of 67.9%.’

Visit us at Hall 10 / A22 and B22
Smart Fusion of modalities enhances clinical output

Adding high quality, dynamic ultrasound for hybrid imaging enables clinicians to improve detection of a range of lesions or to intervene better for improved clinical outcomes, John Brosyk reports

“We can no longer be fascinated with pictures; what we need is proof of the clinical benefit from tools and techniques,” said Professor Jose Zamorano MD, Director of Cardiology Research Lab Radiology and Head of Ultrasound Diagnostics at the Institute of Radiology and Head of the advanced capabilities of hybrid imaging with Smart Fusion from Toshiba.

Meanwhile, at the University of Paris Necker Hospital, Jean-Michel Correas MD has also moved beyond fascination with the advanced capabilities of Smart Fusion by applying the technology to clinical practice. He has added advanced contrast-enhanced ultrasound images in real-time to both CT and MRI acquisitions to target and treat even small isoechoic or non-visible lesions. ‘There are clear benefits for lesion detection, Dr Correas said, adding, ‘as well as for treatment planning with the possibility of finding new routes to the lesion, which is a key advance.’

At the University of Berlin’s Charité Hospital, Thomas Fischer and colleagues compared the clinical benefit from tools and the technique must be oriented to a real clinical benefit,’ Prof. Zamorano added that he expects to join with other centres in Europe for a clinical study to validate initial findings. We are a university hospital, very proud of developing a new technique, but ultimately the tools and the technique must be oriented to a real clinical benefit,’ he stressed. ‘So many patients are affected by ischemia, and we are sharply focused on evidence of the clinical outcomes.’

‘We at the CT may show a 70% stenosis in the left anterior descending (LAD) artery, he explained, ‘this does not tell you a lot about the ischemia related to that stenosis. ‘What we add with Smart Fusion is the data from stress echo, and now we clearly see if the area of ischemia is related to a specific coronary artery, as well as the severity of the stenosis at that level.’

‘We are at the very beginning of the process, and building evidence of the clinical benefit of the CVI technique is very important,’ Prof. Zamorano added that he expects to join with other centres in Europe for a clinical study to validate initial findings. We are a university hospital, very proud of developing a new technique, but ultimately the tools and the technique must be oriented to a real clinical benefit,’ he stressed. ‘So many patients are affected by ischemia, and we are sharply focused on evidence of the clinical outcomes.’
Lower middle class pricing yet this is top of the class

GE Healthcare stages the LOGIQ F8 world premiere at Medica 2013

LOGIQ F8 is the name of a new concept that offers premium equipment in the lower price segment for the very first time. Even though the system is classified as belonging to the lower middle class from the viewpoint of price, its image quality, fitments and spectrum of application are all impressive,” explains Heiko Dudwiesus, officer-in-charge of marketing the ultrasound systems at GE Healthcare, Germany. “The device has been created to far exceed the minimum quality requirements for screening or preliminary investigations. This means that primary care investigators in practice or in emergency admissions units can perform largely complete and valid ultrasound examinations.’

This concept was made possible through the integration of innovations from the premium segment of the LOGIQ family. With a 19-inch screen, the viewing monitor is deemed generously dimensioned in this category. It can be turned and swung in all spatial axes and is height-adjustable in such a way that optimal viewing angle is guaranteed under all imaginable examination conditions, the company reports.

The comfortable operation through a large 8.4-inch touchscreen is equally unusual in this category, the ultrasound expert explains. All operating fields can be individually configured and adapted to the personal pattern of work. ‘To prevent the examiner from being always confronted with all operating elements,’ he points out, ‘only the required fields for the current examination are displayed.’

Additionally, assisting systems, such as Scan Coach and Scan Assistant, guide the user through examinations and measurement programmes in a manner that guarantees high-level consistency and reproducibility. Difficult measurements requiring a high level of precision, such as measuring the thickness of the intima media on the carotid artery, are performed by the system independently and with maximum precision after the positioning of a window.

Yet, even the image quality of this newcomer is convincing. ‘Speckle reduction Imaging’ reduces granularity that is typical of the conventional ultrasound section diagram and ensures a fine graduated image, which renders the finest gray tone differences and thereby, also hardly recognizable lesions are clearly discernible. Moreover, uncompressed raw echo signals are saved and archived thanks to the processing of raw data. By this means, setting faults can still be corrected even after ‘freezing in’.

A new computed ultrasound

Curefab CS, the newly released and latest generation of Computed Sonography (CS) technology from Curefab GmbH, provides superior objective vascular diagnostics with out having to expose patients to the harmful radiation and nephrotoxic contrast media required for CT and MRI scans, the company reports. ‘The Curefab CS system can be used for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) screening and monitoring, as well as for EVAR follow-up examinations, including endoleak detection, localisation, and classification,’ the firm explains. ‘The Curefab CS system can be attached to any ultrasound system currently on the market to generate CT-like 3D volumes of the complete aneurysm region.’

Now, for the first time, ultrasound can be used to generate high-resolution 3D images of the abdominal aorta suitable for diagnosis and review, the firm adds. ‘Curefab CS 3D volume reconstruction enables the assessment of the examination region from arbitrary viewing angles, while multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) of the 3D volume provides valuable insight into the area of interest. The system’s software is also reported to deliver accurate measurements of both the diameter and volume of the aneurysm sac.

In addition, the visualisation features enable reliable detection and classification of endoleaks. Combined with contrast-enhanced ultrasound, a Curefab CS 3-D CEUS scan contains the complete contrast washout to determine the inflow and outflow of the leak for reliable and conclusive classification of endoleaks, the firm adds.

The company also adds that the system provides a non-invasive, cost-effective, fast, accurate means for medical diagnosis while significantly reducing the level of observer dependence in ultrasound imaging. The device has been created for a wide range of medical applications for vascular and oncological imaging, and also to support diagnosis and evaluation of abdominal aortic aneurysms, plaque analysis, carotid artery stenosis graduation, imaging of peripheral arteries and catheter access pathways, and measurement of tumour volumes.

Details: www.curefab.com

Reduction Imaging’ reduces granularity that is typical of the conventional ultrasound section diagram and ensures a fine graduated image, which renders the finest gray tone differences and thereby, also hardly recognizable lesions are clearly discernible. Moreover, uncompressed raw echo signals are saved and archived thanks to the processing of raw data. By this means, setting faults can still be corrected even after ‘freezing in’.

GE Healthcare at Medica Hall 10, booth A56.

Curefab CS provides high resolution 3D ultrasound for non-invasive, cost-effective and fast diagnostics for a wide range of medical applications.

Nexxis OR integration over IP

Nexxis for OR is a unique imaging and audio management solution that builds on the IP network. Shatten OR setup times and face the growing number of patients. See high-quality images, without delays, for the best hand-eye coordination. And transform your surgical suite smoothly to face changing imaging requirements. Result: Better workflow, future-proof performance, and efficient OR utilization.

www.barco.com/nexxis